Amplify Womxn 2022 Conference:

Storytelling for Social Justice

Storytelling for Social Justice

Often, facts are not enough to shift someone's perspective, but telling a compelling personal story can. The Amplify Conference will show womxn how to apply key concepts of narrative to their own personal stories and discuss how to use storytelling to advocate for social justice.

The Amplify conference will provide staff, students, and the local community with tools to their own personal storytelling, whether it be for istic, business, or healing.
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Keynotes, Panelists, Moderators, & Speakers

**Keynotes:** Camille Tucker, Nada Nesserdeen, Kimberly Jones,

**MC:** Sherwynn Umali

**Breakout Sessions:** Dr. Judy Wu, Dr. Thuy Vo Dang, Dr. Erica Lubliner, Dr. Tan Nguyen, Dr. Gabriella Miotto, Dr. Juliet McMullin, Dr. Johanna Shapiro, Sahar Andrade, MBBBCh and more.

---

**Conference Tracks**

Track 1: Storytelling: Expressing Your Own Narrative

Track 2: Workplace: Putting Your Stories to Work

Track 3: Students: Empowerment & Social Justice

---

“I witnessed the start of something truly necessary and helpful in our current times.” ~ Anjane Rodgers

“It (The Amplify Live Launch Event) was really impressive and informative and thought-provoking.” ~ Dr. Brandon Gaut

---

Workshops Include:

Transforming STEM through Diversity and Inclusion, PhotoVoice Techniques, Creating POETRY for Social Justice, Creating COMICS for Social Justice, How to Craft & Present Your Strategic Business Story, and Writing Stories to Educate, Heal & Advocate for Social Justice, and more.

---

**A&PW of UCI**

Academic & Professional Women of UCI has a decades-long history at UC Irvine with a longstanding tradition of supporting staff, faculty, and students with a special emphasis on the women of UCI.

**Sponsored by:** [US Bank]